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REFLECTION 
Whenever possible reflection should be done in a circle to remind students 

that we are in this together, everyone is equal, and each voice matters.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT FCSS VAPA DEPT. (559) 265-3085



 
Portrait of a Painter, after El Greco, 1950 by Pablo Picasso 

pablopicasso.org/portrait-of-a-painter-after-el-greco.jsp#prettyPhoto 
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	I Matter You Matter We Matter Sample.pdf

	TITLE: I MATTER. YOU MATTER.   WE MATTER.
	Provide a brief description of this lesson: Students will draw a portrait in the style of Picasso to represent what is important to them.
	List ALL materials and resources required for this lesson: – I, You, We Matter Frame   (handout)– Picasso Artwork (image)– Picasso Directions (handout)– Pastels– Wet wipes– Black sharpies
	List SEL Core Competency(ies) addressed in this lesson: Self-AwarenessRelationship Skills
	Select a focus area from the list of Core Competencies: Identifying EmotionsRelationship Building
	Provide STEP-BY-STEP Instructions for the lesson: STEP 1Teacher explains to students that they will be creating a portrait in the style of Pablo Picasso. Explain that Picasso painted about things that were important to him. He was influenced by El Greco and painted a portrait after El Greco's portrait of his son. (see Picasso Artwork image). Students look at the image of "Portrait of a Painter, after El Greco," by Picasso and discuss the artwork using the following protocol: See, Think, Wonder     a. Silently look at the image for 1 min.     b. Share with a partner what they SEE, e.g., I see lines. I see three dogs.     c. Students share what they THINK, being sure to cite evidence from the image.     d. Students share what they WONDER as the teacher writes down their questions. STEP 2 Students think about the statement, "I feel safe to be myself with ___. " Make a list of all the people that can complete the sentence. Choose one person as the subject of your portrait. Teacher passes out the "I, You, We Matter Frame" and asks students to fill in the statements around the edges of the paper using a black sharpie. STEP 3Teacher passes out "Picasso Directions" handout and pastels. Students create a portrait in the style of Picasso using pastels. Be sure to sign the artwork in the bottom right corner with a black sharpie. For easy clean-up students can use wet wipes to wash their hands.      
	Questions for Reflection: STEP 5Self-Awareness (Belonging)     a. Do you always feel like you matter to others? Why or why not? Relationship Skills (Connecting & Safety)     a. When you think of the person in your portrait, what do they do or say that makes you          feel safe to be yourself?     b. Why is it important to tell others that they matter?      
	Additional Information: STEP 4Students share their artwork in a variety of ways:     a. Pair Share – Identify Partner A and Partner B. Partner A is the speaker, Partner B is          the listener. Partner B shares 1-3 things they heard while Partner A was sharing and          asks any questions they may have. Now, repeat this process with Partner B as the              speaker and Partner A as the listener.     b. Gallery Walk – Students display their finished portraits on their desks and silently walk          around the room to view the other student’s artwork.        c. Round Robin – Place students in small groups and have them sit in a circle. Students          take turns sharing around the circle. Each person shares just one statement about their          own artwork. Students may continue sharing around the circle until the teacher says to          stop.        d. Presentation – Students stand and present their portrait to the class. Students should          share 3 statements about their artwork.  


